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Wine 
 

 

 

 

 

AXA ART insures wine collections from small private cellars to some of the largest wine storage 

facilities in the country. Whether large or small the same basic considerations apply to the storage of 

collections of wine and here are some helpful pointers; 

 

 Wine can often be a valuable portable commodity. To prevent simple, opportunist theft the 

primary consideration is to ensure that a wine cellar is physically secure through appropriate 

access controls. A physically secure door ideally with multiple point locking, two door locks is 

the most obvious point. An intruder alarm should also be considered as well as a fire 

detection system although it is probably not necessary to have a sprinkler system or fire 

suppression system within a cellar. 

 

 Other considerations include environmental controls such as temperature and humidity, 

which should be monitored and connected to an ‘alert warning’ alarm should they fall 

outside prescribed parameters. A flood or damp detection alarm would be advisable. Finally 

full records should be maintained as to stock control noting any additions or deletions! 

 

Wine, like anything else, changes over time. That’s why it’s important to produce desirable changes 

and avoid harmful ones. This can be achieved by controlling the wine’s environment. 

 

1. Store all wines away from light especially direct sunlight and florescent lighting. UV rays 

can cause wine to be ‘light struck,’ giving them an unpleasant smell. Darker bottles are better 

protected and some bottles have UV filters built into the glass, but enough UV rays can still 

penetrate to ruin the wine. If you can’t keep a bottle entirely out of the light, keep it lightly 

wrapped up in a cloth. If it does get exposed to light occasionally, try to make sure it’s light 

from incandescent or sodium vapour lamps. 
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2. Store corked wine bottles on their sides. If they are stored upright for a long time, the corks 

will dry out, and air will eventually get to the wine, spoiling it. If you store it label side up, it’ll 

be easier to spot any sediments that may have formed in the wine over time. 

 

3. A constant temperature. For extended aging of wine, (over one year), refrigeration is a must 

in most parts of the world; even a below-ground cellar is not cool enough. 

Wine storage temperature should not go over 75F, (24C) for longer than brief spans of time. At 

75F wine begins to oxidize. An ideal temperature for storing a varied wine collection is 54F 

(12.2 C). Letting the temperature drop below 54F won’t hurt the wine; it’ll only slow down the 

aging process. [A 68 to 73 degree storage is more preferable to one at 45 to 65 degrees 

Fahrenheit] 

[The ideal range for storing red wine is 50-55F or 10-16C. White wines can be stored at lower 

ranges at 45-50F.] 

The temperature in a wine storage area should be kept as constant as possible. Any changes 

should occur slowly. The greater the changes in temperature a wine suffers, the greater the 

premature aging of wine from over-breathing. The temperature should never fluctuate more 

than 3F, (1.6C) a day and 5 F, (2.7) a year, especially with red wines, which will suffer more 

temperature-related problems than white wines. 

 

4. Don’t move wine. If possible, store the wines in such a way that you don’t need to move 

them again once it is stored. Vibrations from heavy traffic, motors, or generators may 

negatively affect wine. 

 

5. Keep humidity at around 70%. [Ideal 60-75%]. High humidity prevents the cork from drying 

and minimises evaporation. Do not allow the humidity to go too much over 70% however 

because this can encourage the growth of mould and can cause labels to loosen. A 

hydrometer can track the moisture condition and humidity can be controlled by humidifying 

or dehumidifying techniques as required. 

 

6. Isolate the wine. Wine ‘breathes’ so it should not be stored with anything that has a strong 

smell as the smell will permeate through the cork and taint the wine. Good ventilation may 

help prevent musty odours from entering the wine. 

  

If you correctly follow the above points you should have very enjoyable results! 


